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This report examines the state of opinion research in Myanmar, identi5es 
challenges, and makes recommendations for improvements. Since the govern-
ment of Myanmar announced a transition from military rule to democracy in 
2010, both domestic and international stakeholders have turned to polling to 
discover public opinion on a range of issues. 

Polling is critical in transitioning countries. Polls can provide parties with data 
to understand the needs and desires of the electorate and serve as a check on gov-
ernment excesses. 6ey make information on public views widely available and 
can represent both the diversity of existing opinions and positions of minority 
populations. Finally, they show a road to political compromise and prepare par-
ties and the public to deal with election outcomes. 

6e Western public accepts and expects polling on a regular basis, but we did 
not 5nd that always the case in Myanmar. Although Myanmar has a decades-long 
history of market surveys, political polling is a relatively new phenomenon. Or-
ganizations operating in this 5eld face four major challenges. 6e 5rst is selecting 
a sample in a country that lacks reliable census or voter registration data, and 
lacks comprehensive access to telephones or the internet. 6e second is how to 
provide survey questionnaires in several languages to accommodate Myanmar’s 
numerous ethnic groups. 6e third challenge relates to interviewers, both to their 
training and to accounting for possible response bias based on the interaction 
between the interviewer’s socio-demographic background and the respondent’s. 
Finally, polling groups and interviewers must ensure respondents’ con5dentiality. 

6ese problems are not unique to Myanmar. Pollsters around the world regu-
larly grapple with similar dilemmas. What makes their task more challenging in 
Myanmar is the novelty of polling. Few people (even in civil society and political 
parties) understand its nature, and many are quick to dismiss the whole exercise 
when they do not like some of a poll’s results. 6e report examines and refutes 
several of their criticisms, perhaps the most common being that a sample, no 
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matter how large, cannot capture the full diversity of opinions in a country as 
large and heterogeneous as Myanmar. 

It is possible to tackle these misperceptions and improve practices. Our recom-
mendations for immediate actions can be implemented ahead of the parliamen-
tary election this year. 6ey include suggestions on conducting polls, providing 
frameworks for their interpretation, and training potential users to understand 
polling data. Long-term change will require consistent attention and investment 
from polling groups, those who commission them, and users of polling data to 
strengthen the polling 5eld. 

Most importantly, polling organizations should continue making their data 
publicly available. 6ose who conduct and commission public surveys need to 
do so on a regular basis. Both practices will teach the public to see polls as a 
normal element of a democratic process and become another step in Myanmar’s 
transition to a full-7edged democracy. 

Kathleen A. Frankovic
Chair

Mahar Mangahas

Ibrahim Suffian 
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INTRODUCTION
This review evaluates the abilities of local actors and international organiza-
tions to conduct professional and credible opinion polls in the Union of Myan-
mar, particularly in the months before the 2015 parliamentary elections. 6e 
project was envisioned as an important step forward in assessing how polling 
data can inform the political and policy process in Myanmar as the country 
moves towards the fall elections and, more broadly, democracy. Since 2011, the 
government has provided greater space for the participation of opposition and 
civil society in political life and both domestic and international stakeholders 
have turned to polling as a way to 5nd out public opinion on a range of issues.

6ere have been only a few public polls reported to date, but the questions 
about them indicate the need for an overview of the polling landscape in Myan-
mar. 6is report should be bene5cial for domestic and international organiza-
tions, for political actors and for all citizens. It should provide a basis for under-
standing and interpreting well-conducted opinion polls, and should help prevent 
misunderstandings about public opinion polling. 

In December 2014, the Open Society Foundations invited three international 
experts to spend six days in Yangon and Naypyidaw. 6eir aims were to review 
how opinion polls were being conducted and reported, and to recommend ways 
to improve the conduct and reporting of those polls. 
6e members of the expert committee were:
K%&'())* A. F+%*,-./0, elections and survey consultant, retired Director 
of Surveys at CBS News, and a former president of both the American and 
World Associations for Public Opinion Research. She led an OSF-sponsored 
polling evaluation team in the Republic of Georgia following its 2012 parlia-
mentary elections.1 

1 1at evaluation was conducted by two international market and survey research associations, 
ESOMAR and WAPOR.  It noted suspicions of government involvement among some respondents and 
suggested ways that the Georgia pollsters could improve their techniques and their image.  But the report 
also pointed out that the most likely reason the polls did not predict the election outcome accurately was 
that most of them ceased interviewing weeks before the election, and missed the public reaction to a 
late-breaking government scandal.   6e Georgia experience underscores the importance of poll reports 
in emerging democracies. 6e Georgia pre-election polls and questions about their accuracy occupied a 
major role in pre-election discussions.

http://www.osgf.ge/files/2013/publikaciebi%202013/Making_Polling_Matter_in_Georgia_(FINAL).pdf
http://www.esomar.org/
http://wapor.org/
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M%'%+ M%*3%'%4, founder and director of Social Weather Stations in Ma-
nila, Philippines. He founded SWS 30 years ago, and has fought for the freedom 
to conduct exit polls and opinion polling.
I5+%'/6 S788/%*, director of the Merdeka Center in Kuala Lumpur, the only 
public opinion research organization in Malaysia.2 

6e team met with more than 50 individuals, broadly representative of polling 
and market research companies, NGOs and civil society organizations, the gov-
ernment, and the opposition. Many of those interviewed had engaged in survey 
research themselves in the last few years; others were involved in non-survey 
data collection; and still others were critics or supporters of previous polling. 
6ose who conducted surveys were very open about their methods to us; those 
who had criticized polls were willing to describe their questions and concerns 
with us. 6eir input has been extremely helpful, and we are grateful to them.

6e team’s task became even more important following the furor that greeted 
the country’s 9rst publicly reported opinion poll in April 2014. Myanmar Survey 
Research conducted the interviews, and the International Republican Institute 
(IRI) released the poll. 6e published results included suggestions that the public 
held some positive views of the USDP (Union Solidarity and Development Party) 
and the President, which outraged media and members of the opposition and 
their Western supporters. Some claimed that questions had been deliberately 
leK out in the limited public release of the data. More serious concerns were that 
respondents were not willing to speak truthfully, and about possible interference 
from local authorities in selecting who would be interviewed. 6e balanced and 
nuanced IRI poll results con7icted with the standard narrative of overwhelming-
ly public support for the NLD (National League for Democracy) and opposition 
to the government. 

WHY IS POLLING IMPORTANT?
6ere are good reasons to conduct opinion polls in any country in the period 
before a major election, especially an election that could result in changes in 
national representation. 6ere is even more reason to have such polling done in 
countries without a recent history of democratic elections and survey research, 
like Myanmar. Polls are an excellent resource for developing democracies, and 
serve many purposes. 

2 Fuller biographies of the team members appear in Appendix 1.

http://www.iri.org/sites/default/files/flip_docs/2014%20April%203%20Survey%20of%20Burma%20Public%20Opinion,%20December%2024,%202013-February%201,%202014.pdf
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/aec/US-backed-IRI-survey-comes-under-fire-30231530.html
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=5743:experts-criticise-u-s-backed-iri-survey&catid=32:politics&Itemid=354
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/aec/US-backed-IRI-survey-comes-under-fire-30231530.html
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Parties need data to understand the needs and desires of the voting public 
in order to better represent them. But those data must accurately represent that 
public. 6ose who collect survey data need to follow accepted norms for sam-
pling respondents, establish good interviewer-respondent interactions, follow 
internationally accepted ethical standards,3  and analyze their data in a fair and 
unbiased way. 

Polls serve as a check on government excesses, and many of those we spoke 
with, including critics, appeared open to the idea of using opinion polls to de-
termine public satisfaction with government services and identify problems that 
government must solve. 6at was true both among those who represented the 
government and the ruling party as well as those who represent the opposition. 
We found relatively little opposition to the use of polls in Myanmar as a way to 
provide an indicator of overall government performance. 

Opinion polling, especially polls designed with larger sample sizes, can rep-
resent the minority population as well as the majority, and describe similarities 
and diCerences within those groups and between minority groups and the ma-
jority population. Myanmar is a country with many minority groups, some of 
which have been 5ghting against the government for decades. Using polling, lo-
cal and national leaders can better evaluate the needs of minority groups, and the 
Myanmar public can better understand diCerences and areas where the major-
ity and minorities agree. 6ere will be issues on which there is more agreement 
across ethnic groups and political parties than disagreement. In this way polling 
can identify common ground and a possibility for compromise where otherwise 
it might not be apparent. 

Polling can help overcome incorrect assumptions that shape policy. In Malay-
sia, which also has a multi-ethnic population, opinion surveys have proved use-
ful to help understand how diCerent groups perceive government policies and 
respond to problems. For example, low attendance of children from minority 
groups in the national school system (opting instead to attend their vernacular 
schools) had long been attributed to a desire to preserve their culture. Public 
opinion surveys revealed that school choice was largely driven by language mas-
tery and perceptions of school performance. 

Polls demonstrate the range of opinions and di;erences within the popula-
tion over time. Polls can show individuals having favorable attitudes towards a 

3  Such as those promulgated in the ESOMAR/ICC Code.

http://http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR_ICC-ESOMAR_Code_English.pdf
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ruling party and an opposition party at the same time. 6ere will be times and 
issues when an individual will be in the majority and others on which he or she 
will be in the minority. On some issues, there may be little real opinion. 6is in-
formation is especially useful when gathered consistently over time in transition-
ing countries, as it illustrates the process of democracy as it develops.4 6e Philip-
pine organization Social Weather Stations has measured social welfare for three 
decades, asking respondents about their self-rated poverty and hunger, crime 
victimization, overall quality of life, and satisfaction with government. Asking 
the same questions at regular intervals in a scienti5c manner generates reliable 
information about the state of the country and the direction it may be headed for 
both leaders and the public, as well as early indications of shiKs in public opinion. 

Polls work especially well if they are released publicly and polls are conducted 
frequently. One advantage of public polling is that information becomes avail-
able to all. In most developed democracies, many organizations conduct public 
polls with some frequency, especially ahead of an election. It is useful for citizens 
to know how others in society feel about problems and the parties proposing 
solutions. When knowledge of what the public is thinking is publicly released, 
polls act as a bridge between the public and the leading members of society, even 
in stressful situations.

Methodologies and results can be compared, and polls become part of demo-
cratic life. In Myanmar’s case, the novelty of public polling has put far too much 
scrutiny on those few polls that have been released, elevating their individual 
importance. 6e current discussion surrounding opinion polls has become a dis-
cussion about one poll. 

Pre-election polls can encourage stability, as they create a shared expectation 
for an election’s outcome and the opportunity to prepare for it. Exit polls in many 
countries are used both to understand voters’ desires and to validate the count-
ing of votes. In Myanmar in 2015, the government has promised “free and fair” 
elections, which are “credible, inclusive and transparent.” While it may be di!-
cult (perhaps almost impossible) for pre-election polls to translate national party 
preferences into seats won, especially in the 5rst election of its kind, pre-election 
and exit polls can validate results and demonstrate that an election was free, fair, 
and credible. 
4  Of course, this assumes that citizens feel free to disclose their political preferences. Although Myanmar 
survey practitioners and the international organizations that fund surveys are convinced of the honesty of 
Myanmar poll respondents, years of living under an authoritarian regime may still inhibit some respondents. 
For example, respondents in Malaysia are more guarded than those in either Indonesia or the Philippines.
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SURVEY CAPACITY IN MYANMAR
Good polling requires professionally trained researchers and interviewers who 
have a good understanding of interviewing techniques. Many of those we spoke 
with expressed serious concerns about survey capacity in Myanmar. 6ey raised 
questions about the di!culties of sampling the large and diverse population and 
the experience (or lack of experience) of those who conduct survey research. 
Some speci5c questions and criticisms are addressed later in the report. In gen-
eral, we found a number of organizations and individuals capable of conducting 
professional polls despite these limitations. 

Are there trained survey researchers in Myanmar? Training in survey research 
methods has been absent from Myanmar universities until recently. Social sci-
ence academic disciplines were decimated during the years of military rule. Res-
toration has only recently begun. 6is has serious implications for the develop-
ment of survey research. In some cases, local practitioners have studied abroad 
in places like the Netherlands and Japan. 

International associations have oCered training. ESOMAR, the global market 
and opinion research organization, hosted a half-day public program in August 
2014 with international experts, entitled “6e Use and Value of Market and So-
cial Research.” 6at was followed by a week-long training seminar for market 
researchers. 6e public program focused on the value of market and social re-
search, using examples from Europe, Asia, and Australia. Other NGOs have con-
ducted educational sessions with political leaders and party members.

A local organization, the Myanmar Marketing Services Association, was formed 
to host the ESOMAR conference. It is unclear how active the organization has 
been since then. Professional associations play an important role in setting eth-
ical standards and promoting quality surveys; they could be especially helpful 
as the survey industry in Myanmar develops by sharing information that will 
strengthen the entire industry. 

6e lack of speci5c training in survey research methods has been partly oCset by 
some individuals, as training in science, medicine and engineering can provide 
some of the skills necessary to conduct good survey and opinion research, like 
an understanding of data collection and analysis and recognition of the need for 
unbiased information. Survey work is done in some of these disciplines.5 How-
ever, there is still a great need for survey research training, and it will take time 
5  In fact, at least one of the medical doctors now working at Myanmar Egress came to surveys through 
data collection about the spread of illnesses and medical care.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/10/world/asia/education-programs-try-to-close-gaps-in-myanmar.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/10/world/asia/education-programs-try-to-close-gaps-in-myanmar.html?_r=0
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for indigenous capacity for survey research to emerge and become sustainable. 
Who is conducting surveys? Despite all these limitations, there is a relative-

ly rich, albeit very contemporary, survey research history. Myanmar market re-
search organizations have been in the 5eld for at least two decades, doing studies 
of consumer product sales and media penetration. Social surveys, however, have 
a much more recent history, with most beginning in 2012 following the political 
changes in Myanmar. 

As of now, it appears that only the commercial companies for market and busi-
ness research have a track record of doing scienti5c surveys in Myanmar. 6ese 
companies have a stake in maintaining their reputation and most international 
companies and non-pro5ts commission them for most projects. 

6ere are only two truly local market research 5rms, but they have worked in 
the 5eld for decades. Myanmar Market Research and Development (MMRD) 
was established more than 20 years ago, and began by producing the Myanmar 
Yellow Pages. It is now linked to Nielsen. Myanmar Survey Research (MSR) has 
also been conducting research in the country for more than two decades. 

Multinational research 5rms have set up o!ces more recently. 6ose compa-
nies are useful to the development of survey capacity in a country like Myanmar. 
6ey are already aware of international standards and survey needs. TNS Myan-
mar is a branch of TNS Global, which has o!ces in more than 50 countries. 6e 
local o!ce is led by a co-founder of Compass Research, which opened in 1997 
and conducted research for about a decade before closing. 6e other co-founder 
of Compass Research opened a Myanmar branch of Millward Brown, another in-
ternational research company, in 2013. River Orchid, a more recent arrival, cov-
ers 5ve countries in Southeast Asia. 

6ese 5rms, both local and international, are mainly engaged in market re-
search, but in the last few years many NGOs including the International Repub-
lican Institute (IRI) and 6e Asia Foundation have conducted social research 
and opinion polls using these Myanmar organizations for 5eldwork. In addition, 
agencies within Western governments and international organizations have also 
studied opinion in Myanmar using the local companies. 

We met with several other groups that are engaged in studying public and social 
opinions, including Myanmar Egress (which has conducted studies of teachers 
and has produced a report on citizenship) and the Yangon School of Political 
Science (YSPS), a group of former students and faculty who are working with re-
searchers from other parts of Asia in developing the skills for conducting survey 
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research. YSPS will conduct the Myanmar component of the Asian Barometer. 
Other national organizations, like MATA, an extractive industry transparency 

initiative, are interested in using their nationwide membership to assess business 
opinions. 6at would not be a traditional public opinion poll, but still a useful 
data collection project. All of these emerging organizations that are starting out 
in survey work need more resources and time to prove themselves. 

We also know that at least some political parties are conducting polls. 6e par-
ties appeared to recognize the limitations of collecting their own data, since they 
were in fact asking about themselves, and they told us they knew they might 
receive more positive results than more neutral questioners might elicit. 6ey 
claimed that the process was useful, however, as they could discover where they 
were weak, and in which issue areas they needed to improve. As one party leader 
put it in underscoring the importance of data, “If we don’t act on what we learn 
from a poll, the poll is useless.”6  

It is not clear how skilled those in the parties are when it comes to conducting 
opinion polling. Campaigning itself is new to many political candidates. Some 
are just learning how to canvass door-to-door, a process that was described to us 
as “very exhausting but necessary.”  

6e Myanmar media has not commissioned opinion polls as yet. We have ques-
tions about the ability of the media to report polls, and address that more specif-
ically later in this report. 

POLLING ISSUES IN MYANMAR
Sample selection
Myanmar’s population can be very di!cult to survey, or even to count. 6ere are 
continuing questions about the accuracy of census data (the last complete census 
was conducted more than 30 years ago), and even now data from the new 2014 
census has been only partially released. 6ere is controversy over the classi5ca-
tion of ethnic minorities, and there has also been criticism of the census process. 

While census data is not the only way to provide a sampling frame, in most 
countries it is the best way. Having accurate estimates of population size in a 
country’s states and regions allows those conducting market and opinion surveys 

6  Most polls conducted for political parties are not meant for public consumption.   But they also have a 
role to play in a democracy, as they provide information about public desires to those both in government 
and in the opposition. Like public polls, they should obviously be conducted according to scienti5c and 
ethical standards. 

http://countryoffice.unfpa.org/myanmar/2014/08/30/10473/unfpa_press_release_myanmar_releases_population_count_from_census/
http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/asia/south-east-asia/myanmar/b144-counting-the-costs-myanmar-s-problematic-census.aspx
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to select samples proportional to the size of the population in each area; to know 
the demographic composition of the adult population (age, gender, ethnicity, 
and other individual characteristics); and to ensure that researchers can know 
for sure their sample accurately re7ects the population. 

Having a good frame from which to select a sample is critical, and some recent 
opinion samples have been drawn based on provisional census data, and later 
weighted to match census updates. While this is not optimal, it is an established 
technique for survey researchers everywhere. It is important that accurate census 
results continue to be made available on a timely basis. 

One alternative to sample selection based on census information is using voter 
lists, a practice common in some countries, but not currently possible in Myan-
mar, where those lists are not yet completely public. Our most recent interviews 
suggest that while the government is meeting its goals for posting those lists, like 
any voter list there can be inadvertent errors. In our experience, existing lists 
created by the bureaucracy in any country are never perfect. Even in developed 
democracies, voter lists are oKen 7awed (and any published list is out-of-date as 
soon as it is made available). Voter lists can include the names of some people 
who have moved residence, some who have since died, and even some who never 
existed in the 5rst place.7 

A graver issue in sample selection in Myanmar is the lack of easy access to much 
of the country. One practitioner suggested that cellphone coverage reaches only 
15 percent of the country. In addition, continued 5ghting in ethnic areas restricts 
the ability of interviewers to travel safely through the entire country. While secu-
rity concerns currently aCect only a small percentage of the total population, they 
still limit survey coverage. Researchers in other countries also experience prob-
lems with safely polling all parts of the country. While it makes survey research 
more di!cult, good surveys are still possible.8 

At the local level in Myanmar, households are selected by a random process, 
much as they are in countries with a longer research tradition. Most Myanmar 
research companies we spoke with described techniques that are standard in 
international research: direct multi-stage sampling of geographical areas, then 
sampling of spots (villages or other small geographic units), then sampling of 

7  We applaud People’s Alliance for Credible Elections, PACE, a civil society organization, which has tak-
en on the task of checking the demographic information contained in the Myanmar voter list by sampling 
from the published lists to test the accuracy of individual demographic data.
8  Successful surveys have been carried out during 5ghting in areas of con7ict including southern 6ai-
land, parts of Mexico, and Iraq and Afghanistan.
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dwellings by a random walk procedure, then identi5cation of quali5ed individ-
uals in the dwelling by means of screening questions, and then selection of an 
individual aKer listing all those eligible or through a Kish grid or some other 
randomized selection procedure. 

6ere are examples of other, less standard types of selection. For a project that 
involved interviews with one particular social class, one organization sent out 
invitations in a community and then invited respondents to come to a central lo-
cation to 5ll out a questionnaire. 6at would not be seen as an optimal procedure 
for most opinion studies, as there is only limited assurance of respondent privacy. 

6ere is little public, media, or even elite understanding of the concept of sam-
pling. During our interviews we oKen heard the complaint, “How can 3,000 peo-
ple represent a country?”  In fact, 3,000 people is a very large sample size for a 
national survey. 

In most cases, a properly selected sample of much less than 3,000 respondents 
is large enough to represent a population. Polls with a sample of 1,000 have a 
sampling error of plus or minus three percentage points. A sample of 1,000 re-
spondents for an entire country is the standard stipulation of the Gallup World 
Poll, the International Social Survey Programme, the Eurobarometer, the Asian 
Barometer, and other regional barometers.

Recent Myanmar surveys done for IRI and TAF had samples of 3,000 respon-
dents. Large samples using random selection methods provide much greater ac-
curacy for national 5ndings, with error margins of only about 1.8 percentage 
points, and also provide estimation at subnational (i.e. region/state) levels and 
better estimates for minority groups. 

Of course, larger sample sizes increase the costs of polls, and most of the time 
the larger sample is not necessary. Subnational details are valuable because they 
help explain diCerences between parts of the country or con7icts between ethnic 
groups, and such data is presumably available to IRI and 6e Asia Foundation. 
Few of these details are accessible to the public, however. 1e Asia Foundation 
survey reports diCerences between those who live in the regions (predominantly 
Burman) and those who live in the states (predominantly other ethnic groups) 
on many questions, but only on a few items are separate statistics presented for 
individual ethnic groups. 
1e language of interviewing 
While Burmese may be the primary language for two-thirds of the potential elec-
torate, and an even larger percentage of potential respondents may be capable 

http://blog.surveymethods.com/what-is-the-kish-selection-procedure/
http://asiafoundation.org/resources/pdfs/MyanmarSurvey20141.pdf
http://asiafoundation.org/resources/pdfs/MyanmarSurvey20141.pdf
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of answering questions in it, not providing translations into more languages in a 
country with more than 100 spoken languages may exclude a signi5cant percent-
age of the public. 

In the Philippines, for example, while Filipino (Tagalog) is the dominant lan-
guage, and approximately 80 percent of the population can speak it as a 5rst or 
second language, o!cial translations are routinely prepared in four other lan-
guages—Ilocano, Bicol, Ilonggo, and Cebuano, at least one of which is spoken as 
a 5rst language by less than 5ve percent of the population.9 

One researcher told us that at least one of the major 5rms will only o!cially 
translate an English questionnaire into Burmese, and not into any of the minori-
ty languages of Myanmar, some of which are spoken by more than two million 
people. 6e Asia Foundation poll was translated into Kachin, Kayah, Chin, and 
Rakhine. We have been told that at least two organizations will now require o!-
cial translations into those languages for their polls. 

6e process of producing a good translation involves several iterations and the 
production of a 5nal text, which currently happens only for translations from 
English to the dominant language. Interviews not in the dominant language are 
mainly conducted with the help of a local speaker translating spontaneously. 6is 
seems to happen quite oKen: one researcher estimated that 30 to 40 percent of 
their interviews were done in minority languages this way. Having local, indi-
vidualized translations is not a satisfactory solution, as researchers no longer 
maintain control over what exactly respondents hear because the translation may 
change from person to person. 

6e process of creating a valid translation and working with interviewers 
during their training is important to correct any misinterpretations and wrongly 
chosen words. It will also reveal any concepts which may be commonly used in 
English, but which may have little meaning to local populations, especially the 
rural population. Accurate minority language translations need to be developed 
and implemented systematically.

Even when the same survey company conducts polls, there may be somewhat 
diCerent results that are due to question wording diCerences. 6e IRI and 6e 
Asia Foundation polls were both conducted by MSR and included very simi-
lar items about freedom of expression in Myanmar, yet the publicly available 
English-language versions suggest diCerent conclusions. When asked “are peo-
ple in Myanmar afraid to openly express their political views?” in the IRI poll, 
9  In the United States, some polling organizations also interview in Spanish, especially for pre-election 
polling.
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33 percent said “most” people were afraid, 20 percent said “some” were afraid, 
and 42 percent said “most” or “none” were not afraid. One interpretation of this 
could be that there was fear about expressing opinions from a majority of re-
spondents. Yet when 6e Asia Foundation poll asked, “Do people feel free to 
express their political opinions in the area where you live?” 66 percent said “yes.”   
Super5cially these responses contradict each other. But the questions—at least in 
English—are signi5cantly diCerent. One asks about the country as a whole, the 
other about freedom of expression where the respondent lives. And neither asks 
about the respondent’s willingness to speak openly, only about their perceptions of 
others. 6ese diCerences might be better understood if both sponsoring organi-
zations released the Burmese translation.10 

Interviewers: Training and interviewer-respondent e;ects
Interviewers are the face of the survey process to respondents. Training good in-
terviewers is a continuing and ongoing process. First, interviewers must be taught 
the ethical and technical standards of good interviewing: the proper method of 
sampling households, respect for the respondent, the importance of con5denti-
ality, and how to ask a questionnaire verbatim. But interviewers also need to be 
trained on each speci5c questionnaire, as each questionnaire is diCerent in its 
purpose and its topics. 

Survey researchers everywhere must deal with questions about whether the 
interviewer’s individual characteristics make a diCerence in the accuracy of the 
responses he or she receives. For example, in some Muslim cultures, women can 
only interview women. In the United States, especially in racially charged envi-
ronments, African-Americans may give diCerent answers to white interviewers 
than they give to black interviewers. In countries with large rural-urban diCer-
ences, it may matter whether interviewers are sent from the central city to in-
terview those in rural areas, or whether local residents conduct interviews. If 
the ethnicity of the interviewer is obvious to a respondent, that also may aCect 
the results. 

6ese interviewer-respondent eCects vary from place to place. 6ere is not 
enough of a polling history in Myanmar to know fully to what extent such eCects 
exist in the country, but survey researchers must be attentive to the possibility.11 

10  6e Asia Foundation has provided the Burmese language questionnaire on line.
11  Having a national association could provide a professional platform to share such information, and 
how to mitigate it.

http://asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/1452
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Con9dentiality and privacy in the interviewing process 
Interviewing in Myanmar is conducted face-to-face, with an interviewer asking 

a respondent questions. 
6ere are considerations for “in person” interviewing everywhere. Privacy for 

respondents is critical, especially when there is widespread suspicion about the 
possibility of honest and legitimate survey research in the country. Are respon-
dents answering questions privately, or are there other people present or listen-
ing in? Some organizations engaged in policy-related work have gathered groups 
together to 5ll out questionnaires. While this technique has been used in some 
other places, it is not the optimal method of gathering poll results. International 
research standards, such as the ESOMAR/ICC Code and the ESOMAR/WAPOR 
Guide to Opinion Polls and Published Surveys highlight the importance of 
promising con5dentiality and privacy for the respondent, only collecting per-
sonal information that is necessary for the research study, and insuring that the 
information collected is used only for research purposes. 6at is far easier to do 
when information is collected individually, and not as part of a group. 

While we believe Myanmar researchers work hard to protect their respondents’ 
privacy, two international research companies12  have taken the additional step 
of using tablets to allow respondents to enter responses without having to speak 
their answers aloud. One researcher noted that using tablets eliminates the need 
for paper questionnaires and the possibility that those who may be opposed to 
the survey will con5scate the paper. 

Using tablets can be a good approach, assuming that respondents are literate 
in the language of the questionnaire and have minimal computer skills.13 6e 
enormous limits in cell phone and data coverage in Myanmar limit the utility of 
tablets for now, however. If there is truly cellphone coverage in only 15 percent of 
the country, that means that transmittal of most data captured in tablets could 
take days of travel from the time of interview, which risks the accidental loss of 
data. 6is problem should diminish, and perhaps very quickly, as phone pene-
tration increases. 

Limited telephone coverage currently precludes the use of the telephone as an 
interviewing device. 6e telephone is oKen thought of as a more private means of 
gathering polling data than face-to-face interviewing. 

12  TNS Myanmar and River Orchid.
13  Tablets require only rudimentary computer capability, and when used in survey research few respon-
dents experience di!culty.

http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR_ICC-ESOMAR_Code_English.pdf
http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR-WAPOR-Guideline-on-Opinion-Polls-and-Published-Surveys-August-2014.docx
http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR-WAPOR-Guideline-on-Opinion-Polls-and-Published-Surveys-August-2014.docx
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REPORTING POLLS AND UNDERSTANDING DATA
6e lack of any journalistic history of reporting polls and the association of many 
Myanmar media with a political party means that survey results oKen are not 
reported as unbiased data, but instead as a political statement, to be applauded 
or criticized depending on whether or not the reporter agrees with the results. 
6at happens as well in the reaction from many political leaders. 6e uproar af-
ter the publication of the IRI poll may be an indication of the lack of a tradition 
of non-partisan journalism. But it is also evidence of a lack of understanding 
among journalists, politicians, and civil society organizations about how to inter-
pret public opinion poll results. 

Several local organizations are capable of conducting good research, but the 
capacity for public and elite understanding of such research is rare and unevenly 
distributed among the political parties. Several people we spoke with told us that 
the USDP and the government had individuals who were capable of understand-
ing public opinion polling results and how to use them; they were less sure of the 
capacity of the NLD and civil society organizations to do the same. 

Several of the individuals we spoke with told us that civil society groups’ fre-
quent response to hearing poll 5ndings that suggested positive assessment of any 
government activity was to reject the entire set of 5ndings, even if other parts 
of the poll results supported the civil society organizations’ point of view. Some 
published information from the IRI Poll demonstrated the political impact of 
Aung San Suu Kyi, the NLD leader. For example, 54 percent supported repealing 
the constitutional amendment that bars someone who has married a foreigner 
from becoming president, while 64 percent supported repeal aKer being remind-
ed that the constitution bars Aung San Suu Kyi from becoming president. And 
the NDP scored higher than the USDP on many issues.14 

6e negative response to the IRI poll was exacerbated by the way the results 
were released. A Power Point presentation without an explanatory report is not 
su!cient, especially in a country where opinion polls are not a usual occurrence. 
Although IRI did produce a press release in English and in Burmese, IRI was 
not able to control the interpretation of the results because it did not provide its 
own interpretation to go along with the presentation. If it had, that would have 
been quoted as the organization’s—and the pollster’s—o!cial conclusions. Crit-
ics might have taken issue with the interpretation, but they would have had to 

14  6at also may demonstrate something that has been seen elsewhere in Southeast Asia: people may be 
more loyal to a person than to a political party.

http://www.iri.org/news-events-press-center/news/iri-survey-burmese-strongly-support-democracy-express-satisfaction-ove
http://www.iri.org/sites/default/files/Burma%20Press%20Release.PDF
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report that interpretation. 6e IRI press release may simply have been too brief 
to deal with the nuances of the poll results.

IRI and USAID have indicated that they will no longer release such surveys 
publicly, given the negative response. IRI instead will return to what has been 
its more common practice, giving information about party standing only to that 
party, with no additional public release. If adopted, this policy would be regres-
sive. Some of those results will almost certainly be leaked to the press, without 
any controls over the accuracy of the information by professional researchers 
and the sponsoring organizations. 6is ensures the public almost certainly will 
not receive accurate information about survey results. 6at is an unfortunate 
outcome, and one that will be determined by the organization’s leadership, not 
only by its representatives in Myanmar. It undermines IRI’s own goal of advanc-
ing democracy by building political parties that are “issue-based and responsive” 
to voters’ needs. While the parties may receive information from these polls, vot-
ers will have no understanding of what other citizens are thinking or what their 
needs look like in the aggregate, and thus they will have no way to hold the par-
ties accountable. 6is is in direct contradiction to what IRI says on its website: 

“IRI believes that a well-informed citizenry is paramount to democratic reform. 
Qualitative and quantitative research are pivotal to modern societies, and demys-
tifying the process of research to ensure broader use and increased public trust in 
the results is a key goal of IRI’s public survey research.”

One way of informing the citizenry is in the disclosure of how polling is done. 
IRI has a generally open disclosure policy that includes most standard items 
for public polling information. IRI also disclosed the response rate, something 
which not all organizations, even in developed democracies, are willing to do. 
But IRI did not prominently indicate the language or languages in which the poll 
was conducted.

6e Asia Foundation provided a press release and a long document summariz-
ing its survey, with very detailed information about sampling and quality control. 
In addition, it released the complete questionnaire, in English and in Burmese, 
on its website (something that IRI did not provide). 6ere were also presenta-
tions to various government and other political actors. However, while 6e Asia 
Foundation poll did not cause the uproar that the IRI poll did, the organization 
also lost control of all of the narrative. 6e unguided blanket release of so much 
information may have confused some journalists who are not used to reporting 
poll results. It produced so much public information in so many forms it was not 
clear what was meant for which group—media, parties, or other researchers. 6e 

http://www.iri.org/program/multi-party-political-systems
http://www.iri.org/explore-our-resources/public-opinion-research
http://www.iri.org/explore-our-resources/public-opinion-research/standards-minimum-disclosure
http://asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/1451
http://asiafoundation.org/publications/pdf/1452
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option%3Dcom_content%26view%3Darticle%26id%3D8425:applying-make-up-to-the-fake-democracy-asia-foundation-after-iri%26catid%3D38%26Itemid%3D361
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Asia Foundation’s openness is preferable, however, to self-censorship by pollsters.
Myanmar Egress reported on a nearly two-year study of citizenship in Myan-

mar, which focused primarily on better-educated middle and lower-middle class 
respondents throughout the country, including ethnic states. 6e Myanmar 
Egress report makes clear that this is not a usual national random sample, and its 
description of how the data were collected appears complete. 

RESPONSES TO CRITICISMS OF POLLING HEARD 
IN MYANMAR
It is useful to review some of the criticisms we heard about opinion polling in 
Myanmar, and evaluate the relative validity of each statement. 

1. “6e polls had to be approved by the government.” As we understand the 
process, the Ministry of Information must be noti5ed that research will 
be conducted. In addition, local authorities are presented with a letter de-
scribing the research before interviews are conducted in the village. We 
have been told that while most research organizations are meticulous in 
following these rules, the actual impact on the process of data collection 
may be less severe than the law suggests. In many cases, according to one 
researcher who described what happened in one survey, interviews in a 
village were completed before the village leader had acted on—or even 
read—the interview request. Another organization admitted doing sur-
veys without directly seeking permission from local leaders.

In most countries, such rules do not exist. Where they do exist, they are 
oKen ignored and not enforced. 6ough we wish these rules were not in 
place in Myanmar, it does not appear currently to prevent the conduct of 
good surveys, or to limit participation.

2. “People in Myanmar are not willing to criticize the government.” 6is crit-
icism has been levied at polls done in many countries, especially when 
they are emerging from military or dictatorial rule. 6ere is no evidence 
for this: in countries which were part of the former Soviet Union, early 
surveys were able to measure dissatisfaction, and could do so from the 
very beginnings of survey research there. Similarly, good surveys were 
conducted in Iraq even while 5ghting continued. Researchers in Myan-
mar conducting opinion polls as early as 2012 told us they believed that re-
spondents were able to oCer their honest opinions. One researcher told us 
that even in those early surveys, many respondents were happy to criticize 

https://www.globalpolicy.org/invasion-and-war/iraqi-public-opinion-and-polls.html
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the government’s ability to provide jobs and create and improve the infra-
structure. And people in Myanmar seem willing to participate. 6e IRI 
poll reported a response rate of 79 percent, much higher than the current 
response rates in developed democracies. 6e Asia Foundation survey re-
sponse rate was even higher. 

6ere is a secondary criticism that is linked to this anti-polling argu-
ment, which is that certain kinds of assessments are biased just by the act 
of asking about them. For example, some opposition supporters noted 
that it was unfair even to ask the public to assess the parties on issues like 
security and social welfare, as only the government and the USDP could 
do anything in these areas. We know from polls in other countries that 
publics do sometimes believe that parties not currently in power can do 
better than those in control, even on subjects that are part of governing, 
when the question is asked hypothetically. 

3. “6e survey process is strange for local people; they cannot explain their real 
feelings.” When the United States military brought polling to Japan at the 
end of World War II, there were clearly norms that needed to be developed. 
Asking what “you” thought was not a Japanese construction. A person was 
more likely to be asked what “one” thought. In addition, interviewers were 
frequently younger than the respondents. In normal discourse they would 
have been unlikely to ask the types of questions contained in surveys. 

We found no evidence of such di!culties in Myanmar. While 6e Asia 
Foundation survey found a general lack of knowledge about the details of 
Myanmar’s government, that 5nding had more to do with the structure 
of the questionnaire, which contained many open-ended questions re-
quiring political knowledge. Even in more politically developed countries, 
like the United States, many citizens are not able to name their member of 
Congress or understand the distinctions between the legislative, judicial, 
and executive branches. 

In fact, if there was any lack of understanding in the Myanmar population 
about how to respond in surveys at the very beginning, it changed rapidly. 
Non-response, or “don’t know” answers on speci5c questions dropped in 
one series of surveys conducted by the same organization from about 20 
percent in 2012 to about 5 percent today. And there has been an intensi5-
cation of the nature of opinion, with more Myanmar citizens willing now 
to say they feel something “strongly” than did so before. 
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One anti-polling argument we heard in Myanmar was that potential 
voters are not able to evaluate the parties, but do have opinions about 
individuals, namely some (but not all) party leaders. 6at is not unusual. 
Even in politically developed countries, many voters may not be able to 
articulate a political party’s goals, but they are very much able to evaluate 
party leaders and other prominent politicians.

Several of those we spoke with claimed that polling is not suitable for 
Myanmar, and that other strategies for collecting opinion information, 
like focus groups or in-depth interviews, are better. Focus groups and in-
depth interviews are good techniques for probing the reasoning behind 
opinion; however, they cannot substitute for properly conducted opinion 
polls, as they are more easily subject to manipulation and include too few 
respondents to be representative of the country. 

4. “People know who the poll is being conducted for, and tailor their responses 
accordingly.” 6is statement was common from those who did not believe 
the survey responses indicating positive assessments of certain govern-
ment o!cials and actions. 6is is an issue that individual polls deal with 
diCerently. One researcher told us that even the interviewers do not know 
the sponsor of his project. While they can still make assumptions, there 
is no way the interviewer can knowingly convey such information to the 
respondents.

5. “A sample of 7,$$$ is not large enough to represent the entire country.” 6is 
was by far the most common criticism we heard during our interviews. 
Some of the people we met began our conversations that way. 

6is criticism stems from a lack of training and education in survey 
research methods. A well-conducted survey that samples far fewer than 
3,000 people can yield relatively precise estimates of statistics for the total 
population. As mentioned above, in many countries 1,000 is the standard 
sample size, and polls have accurately predicted elections on that sample 
base. Larger samples are taken to provide even more accuracy in estima-
tion, as well as to be able to estimate population sub-groups, such as racial 
or ethnic minorities, or the attitudes of those in subnational units, like 
states or regions. 

6e closure of social sciences in the universities for many years may have con-
tributed to complaints about polling, as few journalists or political elites appear 
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to understand the concept of sampling, but polling will not become an accepted 
social and political mechanism until public education increases the level of pub-
lic understanding. 

We hope that these concerns about polls will disappear over time, as younger 
adults become better educated about the value of survey data, and political elites 
become more comfortable with the existence of public polls.15 Because these 
complaints will not disappear in the near future, pollsters have a responsibility to 
help in the education of both the public and political elites. Pollsters must contin-
ue to make their results public, along with explanations of the poll’s methodology. 
6is will improve public and elite ability to distinguish between reliable, scienti5c 
polls and unreliable, non-scienti5c ones.

Finally, we want to underscore our belief in the importance of the publication 
of poll 5ndings, as indicated above in the section “Why Is Polling Important?”  
Informing individuals where they stand in relation to the rest of the public, or 
the rest of their group, will make them better citizens. As George Gallup wrote: 

“Public opinion can be a satisfactory guide only if we can hear it, and, what is 
equally important, it can hear itself…. [P]ublic opinion polls provide a swiK and 
e!cient method by which legislators, educators, experts, and editors, as well as 
ordinary citizens throughout the length and breadth of the country, can have a 
more reliable measure of the pulse of democracy.”

RECOMMENDATIONS 
6e recommendations of this team include those directed at survey practi-

tioners, those who commission opinion polls, and those who may support them 
5nancially. Although they are not directed at political actors and the media, our 
recommendations will aCect these groups. 

6e simplest way to promote opinion polling in Myanmar is to familiarize the 
public with polls:

• Encourage conducting as many scientific polls as possible. 
• Direct resources to whomever is ready, able, and willing to conduct and 

disseminate scientific polls. 
• Emphasize the message that opinion polling is normal and necessary in a 

society that aspires to democracy.
6ese actions will get the public accustomed to learning about conditions in 

15  In Malaysia, that process took about six to seven years, suggesting that Myanmar may be part of the 
way along that path.  Questions about donor motives, however, may be more di!cult to overcome.
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Myanmar directly from surveys and polls and demonstrate that polling can oper-
ate without causing social disorder. We expect that attitudes towards polling will 
improve with time, but that may be a very slow process. 6e greater the number 
of polls, the faster this development will occur. 

We have divided our recommendations into those we believe should be imple-
mented before the fall election, and those that are designed for the longer term. 

FOR PRACTITIONERS:
Immediate actions: 

• Translate questionnaires into more languages. Shan and Karen, which are 
estimated to have several million speakers each, would be the first choices 
for translations. 

• Insure interviewers are provided with clear instructions to protect respon-
dent privacy as part of their general and study-specific training.

• Establish internal guidelines and strategies to minimize intervention by 
local authorities in the selection of households.16 

Longer-term actions:
• Form an active national association, open to all, to encourage good prac-

tice in survey research. 
• Adopt international codes of practice and standards, such as the 

ESOMAR/ICC Code and the ESOMAR/WAPOR Guide to Opinion 
Polls and Published Surveys and track how practitioners adopt them. 
Self-regulation will develop the profession. Practitioners who follow in-
ternational guidelines may want to highlight that fact as a mark of quality.

FOR THOSE COMMISSIONING SURVEYS:
Immediate actions: 

• Provide clearer and more focused interpretive materials for understand-
ing poll results when they are released to prevent misinterpretations from 
dominating the discussion.

• Release question wordings in English and in the language or languages in 
which the questionnaire was administered for all items publicly reported. 

16  Based on experience elsewhere, in the long term the government should relinquish control and ap-
proval of the content of surveys in line with its commitment to democratization.  Practitioners can then 
develop a code of self-enforcing professional ethics and a political sensibility about appropriate content.

http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR_ICC-ESOMAR_Code_English.pdf
http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR-WAPOR-Guideline-on-Opinion-Polls-and-Published-Surveys-August-2014.docx
http://www.esomar.org/uploads/public/knowledge-and-standards/codes-and-guidelines/ESOMAR-WAPOR-Guideline-on-Opinion-Polls-and-Published-Surveys-August-2014.docx
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Longer-term actions:
• Consider a more “strategic” approach by commissioning surveys at reg-

ular intervals so that they become a feature in the media and public dis-
course. For example, conduct polls every quarter or six months, whether 
or not there is an upcoming election. As more polls are publicly released, 
the public and political leaders will become more comfortable with them. 
Properly measured public opinion on both political and social questions 
should become part of the public discussion. 

• Conduct surveys on topics other than politics, so that polling is viewed 
as a way to learn about public needs and interests. Measuring the level of 
poverty and economic optimism on a regular basis will provide informa-
tion about the state of society and how it is changing. 

• Consider conducting polls in selected regions or states or with stratified 
sampling in specific areas to provide comparative data about regional and 
ethnic group concerns and preferences. 

FOR OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
Immediate actions: 

• Provide training opportunities for journalists and potential users of pub-
lic opinion polls in the value of polls and how to understand them. Poll 
results should not be viewed as threats to any institution or person but as 
a helpful tool.

• Distribute summary information on the usefulness of sampling to jour-
nalists, government, and civil society organizations.

• Provide training for journalists on how to report polls. Some material is 
already available online, and international modules for online training are 
currently under development.

• Train political party activists on how to understand polls.

Longer-term actions: 
• Provide funding support for survey research methods in local universities 

so that the pool of talent and interest in the area can be expanded. 
• Suggest development agencies require social impact assessments of de-

velopment projects, so that they include survey research as a tool to gain 
public participation in development decisions. 
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• Help fund collaborative projects between news and research organiza-
tions for regular news polls. For journalists, many assumptions they make 
about public opinion can be tested through good public opinion polls. 

• Develop and fund a local non-political and non-partisan institution to 
carry out polling on a regular basis as a step to promote and normalize 
polling as a tool to measure public views.

• Encourage collaborations between Myanmar civil society organizations 
and those in other countries within the region to share information about 
methods and results. 

• Fund travel for practitioners and users to international polling workshops 
and conferences, including those sponsored by WAPOR, ESOMAR and 
ANPOR/Asian Network for Public Opinion Research, to regional insti-
tutes like SESRI in Qatar, and to international trainings at summer in-
stitutes in places like the University of Michigan. Sponsor workshops in 
Myanmar to expose opinion survey practices to local audiences. 
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APPENDICES
=. THE EXPERT COMMITTEE

K%&'())* A. F+%*,-./0 chaired the expert committee. She spent more than 
three decades at CBS News as the point person for the CBS News Poll and the 
CBS News polling collaboration with 6e New York Times. 

As Director of Surveys and a producer at CBS News, she was responsible for 
the design, management and reporting of those polls, working with journalists 
and frequently appearing on television and radio as an analyst of poll results. 
From 1996 to her retirement, she was a Senior Producer for CBS News election 
broadcasts, and beginning in 2002, she led the team which projected results of 
U.S. national and state elections for CBS News. 

She retired from full-time work at CBS News in 2009, and has been an election 
and polling consultant for CBS News, YouGov, Harvard University, the Pew Re-
search Center and other survey research organizations. She holds a PhD in polit-
ical science from Rutgers University, and has been a professor at the University 
of Vermont and a visiting professor at Cornell University. She speaks and writes 
extensively about the role of polls in the media. 

She has served as president of both the World Association for Public Opinion 
Research and the American Association for Public Opinion Research, and now 
sits on the ESOMAR Professional Standards Committee. She has won many na-
tional awards for her work conducting and explaining public opinion for the 
news media, including the AAPOR Award for Lifetime Achievement.
M%'%+ M%*3%'%4 is a Filipino economist who has done research on rice eco-
nomics, land reform, poverty, hunger, income inequality, quality-of-life, gover-
nance, and public opinion. 

In 1985, he co-founded Social Weather Stations (SWS; www.sws.org.ph), the 
Philippines’ leading institute for quality-of-life monitoring, opinion polling, and 
social survey archiving. He has been its President since then. SWS produces core 
indicators of Philippine well-being and governance based on its quarterly nation-
wide Social Weather Surveys. 6e organization is the Philippine member of the 
International Social Survey Programme, the World Values Survey, Asian Barom-
eter, and Comparative Studies of Electoral Systems, and is the Philippine 5eld 
provider for the Gallup World Poll.

Mangahas was on the faculty of the University of the Philippines from 1962-81, 
reaching the rank of full Professor of Economics. He was UNICEF Consultant on 
Social Indicators for the governments of Malaysia and Indonesia, Vice President 
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for Research of the Development Academy of the Philippines, Editor of the Phil-
ippine Economic Journal, President of the Philippine Economic Society and the 
Marketing and Opinion Research Society of the Philippines, co-founder of the 
Philippine Agrarian Reform Foundation, co-founder of the Foundation for Eco-
nomic Freedom, Philippine national representative of the World Association for 
Public Opinion Research, and board member of the International Society for 
Quality of Life Studies. He holds AB and MA degrees from the University of the 
Philippines and a PhD in Economics from the University of Chicago.

In 2001, Mangahas won the Helen Dinerman Award of the World Association 
for Public Opinion Research, its highest honor, for “championing the rights and 
freedoms of survey researchers in the Philippines,” aKer SWS successfully peti-
tioned the Philippine Supreme Court to nullify a provision of the Fair Election 
Act banning the publication of pre-election surveys. In 2011, Mangahas won the 
University of Chicago Alumni Award for Public Service, for being “a powerful 
in7uence in helping to de5ne a nation’s identity and to restore democracy by 
demonstrating the public will through numbers. … [His] work—much of which 
was done under di!cult political circumstances—has led to important public 
dialogue and policy changes for his nation.” In 2014, Mangahas won the Distin-
guished Research Fellow Award of the International Society for Quality of Life 
Studies, for career contributions to quality-of-life research.17 
I5+%'/6 S788/%* is co-founder and programs director of the Merdeka Center 
for Opinion Research, a leading public opinion polling and political surveys or-
ganization in Malaysia. Besides undertaking research assignments, he is actively 
involved in brie5ngs for the diplomatic and the 5nancial community about po-
litical developments in Malaysia. He presently manages the center’s portfolio of 
clients, ranging from political parties to government departments to local and 
international institutions of higher learning. 6rough the center, he has been 
involved in organizing surveys in Indonesia, 6ailand, Philippines, Brunei, Sin-
gapore, and Myanmar. 

Prior to his role at the Merdeka Center, Su!an worked as a project 5nance spe-
cialist in a Malaysian investment bank and a project manager in an international 
development agency. 

Su!an received his education from the Kelley School of Business at Indiana 
University and obtained an MBA from the Eli Broad College of Business at Mich-
igan State University. He was a World Fellow at Yale University in 2011. 
17 Mangahas’ opinion column “Social Climate” appears in the Philippine Daily Inquirer (inquirer.net) 
every Saturday.
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?. LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS 
INTERVIEWED FOR THE REPORT

6e Asia Foundation 

Beyda Institute

Educational Initiatives

IMG/EU Election Support Project

International Federation for Electoral Systems

International Republican Institute

Myanmar Alliance for Transparency and Accountability

Myanmar Development Resource Institute, 
Centre for Economic and Social Development

Myanmar Egress

Myanmar Market Research and Development Co.

Myanmar Scholarship Alumni Association

Myanmar Survey Research

National Democratic Institute for International ACairs

National League for Democracy Central Committee 
for Research and Strategic Studies

O!ce of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi

Open Myanmar Initiative

People’s Alliance for Credible Elections

People’s Assembly

Pyidaungsu Institute for Peace and Dialogue

Renaissance Institute

River Orchid Insight
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Salween Institute for Public Policy

Sandhi Governance Institute

TNS Myanmar

United States Department of State

United States Embassy, Myanmar

Union Election Commission

Union Solidarity and Development Party

USAID

Vriens & Partners Myanmar

Yangon School of Political Science
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